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Abstract. Runtime verification (RV) facilitates detecting the failures of
software during its execution. Due to the complexity of RV techniques,
there is an increasing interest in achieving abstractness, modularity, and
compose-ability in their implementations by means of dedicated linguis-
tic mechanisms. This paper defines a design space to evaluate the existing
domain-specific languages for implementing RV techniques, and identifies
the shortcomings of a representative set of these languages with respect
to the design space. This paper advocates the need for a language com-
position framework, which offers the necessary mechanisms to achieve
abstractness, modularity, and compose-ability in the implementation of
domain-specific crosscutting concerns such as the concerns of RV tech-
niques. We explain event modules as novel linguistic abstractions for
modular implementation of domain-specific crosscutting concerns. This
paper discusses the implementation of event modules in the EventRe-
actor language, and illustrates the suitability of event modules to imple-
ment RV techniques by means of two complementary examples.

Keywords: runtime verification, domain-specific languages, aspect-
orientation, event-based modularization, event-based composition.

1 Introduction

Runtime verification (RV) [1] aims at checking software against its desired prop-
erties while the software is executed, e.g., during testing or after it is deployed.
Depending on the result of the verification process, various actions may be car-
ried out such as notification, suspending execution, fault recovery, etc. In this
paper, the term RV technique refers to the program that implements the func-
tionality of the runtime verification, and the term base software refers to the
software that is being verified by such a technique.

To apply RV techniques to real-world complex base software, there is a need
for suitable implementation mechanisms/frameworks that ease the implementa-
tion of these techniques for industrial practitioners. One may argue that RV tech-
niques can be implemented directly as an integral part of the base software in
the same general-purpose language (GPL) as the base software. However, this re-
quires programmers to have extensive knowledge about suitable algorithms and
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mechanisms to implement RV techniques in a GPL. Moreover, the implementa-
tion of both base software and RV techniques can easily become complex and hard
to comprehend. This is because RV techniques usually crosscut [2] the base soft-
ware, meaning that they need to interact with various different parts of the base
software to collect the necessary information and/or to heal them from failures.

The aforementioned problems in implementing RV techniques motivate
language designers to seek suitable linguistic constructs for implementing RV
techniques. A close look at the literature [3–14], lets us observe that achiev-
ing abstractness, modularity, and compose-ability is of interest in the im-
plementation of RV techniques. The abstractness requirement is addressed by
providing suitable domain-specific languages (DSLs) for implementing RV tech-
niques. The modularity requirement is addressed by providing means to modu-
larize individual concerns of RV techniques from each other and from the base
software. The compose-ability requirement is addressed by providing suitable op-
erators to compose individually modularized RV concerns with each other and
with the base software under the specified constraints.

Although several RV DSLs have been introduced in the literature and this
trend seems to be continuing, they fall short of fulfilling the abstractness, mod-
ularity, and compose-ability requirements. To be able to identify the source of
their shortcomings, this paper identifies the concerns that typically appear in
RV techniques, defines a design space for the RV DSLs, and evaluates a repre-
sentative set of current RV DSLs with respect to this design space.

To overcome the identified shortcomings, this paper identifies characteristic
features of RV techniques, and introduces Event Composition Model, which
offers event modules as novel linguistic abstractions to achieve abstractness,
modularity, and compose-ability in the implementation of domain-specific cross-
cutting concerns such as the concerns that exist in RV techniques. This paper
explains EventReactor as a language composition framework that implements
Event Composition Model, and by means of two examples, shows the suitability
of EventReactor for implementing various kinds of RV techniques.

In this paper we extend our previous work [15, 16] in the following ways:

– We study a large number of RV DSLs and derive a conceptual model for RV
techniques.

– We present a mind map of the design space for RV DSLs which facilitates
the comparison of current RV DSLs.

– We evaluate a representative set of RV DSLs and identify their shortcomings
in fulfilling abstractness, modularity, and compose-ability in the implemen-
tation.

– We define a new version of Event Composition Model, in which domain-
specific concerns can be modularized and composed better.

– We present its implementation, EventReactor, which covers the design space.
– We demonstrate the suitability of EventReactor to achieve abstractness,

modularity, and compose-ability in the implementation by means of two
comprehensive examples.

– We present our evaluation of the runtime overhead of EventReactor.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates on the problem state-
ment; Section 3 discusses the requirements for an RV language composition
framework and explains Event Composition Model. Sections 4 and 5 explain the
EventReactor language and its runtime behavior, respectively. Section 6 illus-
trates the expressiveness of event modules by means of an example. Section 7
discusses the runtime overhead of EventReactor, and Sections 8 and 9 outline
the discussion and future work, respectively.

2 Problem Statement

While RV techniques can be implemented in a GPL and can manually be applied
to the base software during the software development process, there is an increas-
ing interest to have DSLs [3–14] for this matter so that the implementation of RV
concerns become more abstract and declarative, and the implementation effort
is reduced. A closer look at the existing RV DSLs lets us observe three require-
ments that are typically considered important in the design of these DSLs: a)
abstractness, b) modularity, and c) compose-ability of implementations.

The abstractness requirement indicates that suitable domain-specific con-
structs are needed to implement various kinds of concerns that appear in RV
techniques in a declarative, concise, and abstract manner; this is in fact one of
the main goals of adopting DSLs instead of GPLs.

In the literature [17], a module is defined as a reusable software unit with
well-defined interfaces, which encapsulates its implementation. The modularity
requirement indicates that a language must facilitate representing individual
concerns that appear in an RV technique as individual modules with well-defined
interfaces. The interfaces express the information that the modules provide and
require from the other modules for the purpose of runtime verification. The
internal implementation of these modules, which is expressed in a DSL, must be
encapsulated. If a language falls short to provide a one-to-one mapping between
a concern of interest and the modules of a program, the implementation of the
concern scatters across and tangles with the implementation of other concerns
in the program [18]. Scattering and tangling are well-known problems in the
aspect-oriented community [2], which reduce the modularity and increase the
complexity of programs.

The compose-ability requirement means that a language must offer suitable
mechanisms to compose individually modularized RV concerns with each other
so that the target RV technique is achieved. The example composition mecha-
nisms are explicit method invocation, implicit invocation by means of events, and
inheritance. The composition may be constrained, and the constraints must also
be modularized and programmed in their DSLs. There are plenty of legacy soft-
ware systems whose functionality must be extended with RV. Thus modularity
and compose-ability must also be considered from the perspective of separating
the implementation of RV concerns from the base software and composing these
two into an executable system.
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To be able to identify the degree to which the aforementioned requirements
are fulfilled by the current RV DSLs, in this section we first identify the typical
concerns that appear in RV techniques, derive a design space for RV DSLs, and
accordingly, we identify the shortcomings of a representative set of RV DSLs.
Finally, we illustrate the shortcomings by means of an example.

2.1 Typical Concerns in RV Techniques

Our comprehensive study on the current RV techniques and DSLs [3–14, 19, 20],
reveals that four kinds of concerns typically appear in RV techniques: Base Soft-
ware, Observation, Verification, and Action. Figure 1 represents the interactions
among these concerns.

– Base Software is the software whose correctness must be ensured by an RV
technique.

– Observation is the concern that abstracts the necessary information for the
purpose of runtime verification from the base software. This information can
be, for example, the invocation of a method, the value of a variable that is
updated, etc.

– Verification is the concern that checks the expected and/or unexpected prop-
erties of the base software; for this matter, it receives the necessary infor-
mation from the base software. The verification of the specified properties
results in new information, for example, indicating whether the properties
are satisfied or violated.

base  
information 

verification 
information 

adaptation 
information 

base  
information 

Fig. 1. Typical concerns in RV techniques

– Action represents what needs to be performed as the result of verification.
Typical examples are diagnosing the causes of failure and recovering the
base software from failures [19, 20]. Actions are triggered by the verification
concerns, and may exchange information with the base software, for example,
for the purpose of recovery.

As Figure 1 shows, in general, RV concerns have a crosscutting [2] nature.
For example, the observation concerns may crosscut the base software to receive
the information from various places in the base software. Likewise, actions may
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crosscut the base software, for example, if they need to apply modifications to
multiple places in the base software.

Not only the execution of the base software be verified, but also the execution
of the verification concerns and actions. For this purpose, the notion of base
software can be extended to include verification concerns and actions; higher-
level verification concerns can, then, observe and manipulate the execution of
this extended base software. Such hierarchal organizations are quite common in
adaptive control systems, for example, where multiple levels of control systems
can be stacked on each other.

2.2 A Design Space for RV DSLs

The degree to which the abstractness, modularity, and compose-ability require-
ments are fulfilled by the current RV DSLs differs per language. To establish a
basis for the comparison of these languages, in Figure 2, we represent a set of
possible alternatives in designing a language for implementing an RV Concern.

Fig. 2. Design Space of RV DSLs

In Figure 2, the dimension fixed means that the implementation of an RV
Concern is fixed in an RV DSL, or it is not possible at all to implement the con-
cern by the available constructs of the RV DSL; the opposite is programmable. If
an RV Concern is programmable, there are two possibilities in its abstractness :
domain-specific and general-purpose. The former means that there are dedicated
domain-specific constructs to implement the RV Concern, and the latter means
that the RV DSL adopts the elements of a GPL for this matter, which natu-
rally reduces the abstractness of implementations. If there are domain-specific
constructs, they can either be dependent on or independent of the language in
which the base software is implemented. RV DSLs usually have limited expres-
sion power; this is mainly because they provide constructs that are dedicated
to a particular problem domain, a particular problem representation technique,
and/or a particular solution technique. The dimension expressivity indicates that
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the set of offered domain-specific constructs by an RV DSL can be predefined
or it can be extendable with new constructs. Supporting a predefined set of
constructs may limit the possibility to program various different kinds of RV
concerns in an RV DSL.

As the dimension modularity shows, a programmable RV concern may be
modularized from other RV concerns and the base software; the opposite is tan-
gled, meaning that the implementation of a concern is not well separated from
the implementation of other concerns. The dimension compose-ability indicates
that an RV DSL must offer suitable composition operators so that individual
RV concerns can be composed with each other to form the target RV technique.
An RV DSL can either fix the available composition operators, or it can make
them programmable by offering suitable linguistic constructs for this matter.

2.3 Shortcomings of the Existing RV DSLs w.r.t the Design Space

In this part, we evaluate a representative set of RV DSLs with respect to the
design space that is shown in Figure 2. The evaluation is performed for the
linguistic constructs that an RV DSL offers for defining the specification of ob-
servation, verification, and action concerns.

Table 1. The design space applied to the specification of observation concern

Fixed Programmable

Abstractness Modularity Compose-ability

DS GP Tangled Mod. Fixed Prog.

Language Dep. Expressivity

Dep. Indep. Pred. Prog.

MaCS + + + +

PQL + + + +

Polymer + + + +

JavaMOP + + + +

RMOR + + + +

Trace-
matches

+ + + +

E-Chaser + + + +

TraceContract + + +

JASS +

APP +

Spec# +

Temporal
Rover

+
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Specification of Observation Concerns: An RV DSL may offer dedicated
constructs to specify the information that must be abstracted from the base
software. This information can be in form of events and/or data values. As Ta-
ble 1 shows, MaCS [3], PQL [11], Polymer [12], JavaMOP [4], Tracematches [13],
RMOR [5], and E-Chaser [10] offer a predefined set of dedicated linguistic con-
structs for this matter. Among these languages, only the constructs offered by
E-Chaser are independent of the language of base software.

TraceContract [14], is an internal DSL [21] which makes use of the libraries
offered by the Scala programming language. In TraceContract, the observable
information is defined as events, and new kinds of events can be defined. However,
as it is inherent for internal DSLs, the specifications are dependent on the GPL
in which the internal DSLs are defined. JASS [6], APP [9], Temporal Rover [7],
and Spec# [8] do not offer any construct to define the specification of observation
concerns. In these languages, the verification concerns and actions are embedded
in the base software, and refer to the variables defined within the base software.

Along the modularity dimension, MaCS facilitates modularizing the specifi-
cations through so-called PEDL (Primitive Event Definition Language) specifi-
cations. In JavaMOP, PQL, and Tracematches, the specification of observation
concerns is separated from the base software; however, these specifications are
tangled with the verification concerns and actions within one module. Polymer
facilitates the modularization of specifications by offering so-called action mod-
ules, which closely resemble Java classes. In RMOR, the specification of observa-
tion concerns can be expressed separately from the specification of verification
concerns and actions. E-Chaser facilitates the modularization of specification
by means of the so-called superimposition specifications. In TraceContract, the
specifications can be modularized using the modularization mechanism offered
by Scala.

With respect to the compose-ability dimension, MaCS facilitates compos-
ing primitive fields and variables via Boolean operators. Tracematches adopts
the pointcut language of AspectJ [22] to express the specification of observa-
tion concerns, and supports Boolean operators to compose pointcut expressions.
Similarly, RMOR offers a pointcut language similar to the one in AspectJ or
AspectC [23], and supports Boolean operators to compose pointcut expressions.
JavaMOP extends the pointcut language of AspectJ with two new predicates;
AspectJ pointcuts can be composed with each other via Boolean operators; the
JavaMOP-specific predicates can be composed with each other and with AspectJ
ones via the conjunction operator. The other languages do not offer constructs
for programming the abstracted information with each other.

Specification of Verification Concerns (Properties): As Table 2 shows,
all investigated RV DSLs offer dedicated formalisms to specify the properties
to be verified. Among these, JavaMOP, E-Chaser, and TraceContract are pro-
grammable with new kinds of formalism. Only MaCS, E-Chaser, RMOR, and
Tracematches facilitate specifying the verification concerns independently from
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Table 2. The design space applied to the specification of verification concerns

Fixed Programmable

Abstractness Modularity Compose-ability

DS GP Tangled Mod. Fixed Prog.

Language Dep. Expressivity

Dep. Indep. Pred. Prog.

MaCS + + + +

PQL + + + +

Polymer + + + +

JavaMOP + + + +

RMOR + + + +

Trace-
matches

+ + + +

E-Chaser + + + +

TraceContract + + +

JASS + + + +

APP + + + +

Spec# + + + +

Temporal
Rover

+ + + +

the language of base software. JavaMOP is also in this category, except for its
raw specifications, which are programmed in the Java language.

MaCS offers a dedicated language, called MEDL (Meta Event Definition Lan-
guage), for the modular specification of verification concerns; however, the com-
position of verification concerns with observation concerns and actions is tangled
in MEDL specifications. Polymer does not have a clear distinction between the
specification of verification concerns and actions; together they are considered
as security policy, and are tangled within one module. In PQL, JavaMOP, and
Tracematches also the specification of verification concerns is tangled with the
specification of observation concerns and actions. RMOR facilitates modulariza-
tion of specifications. TraceContract and E-Chaser facilitate modularizing the
specification of verification concerns from the specification of observation con-
cerns; however, the specification of actions remains tangled with the specification
of verification concerns. In JASS, APP, Spec#, and Temporal Rover, the speci-
fications of verification concerns are tangled within the base software.

Along the dimension of compose-ability, PQL facilitates programming the
composition of properties by means of so-called sub-queries ; a complex property
is the composition of a set of smaller properties expressed as sub-queries. Poly-
mer treats the specifications of policies as Java objects and offer so-called policy
combinators to compose multiple policies with each other; new policy combi-
nators can be programmed. In TraceContract, properties can be composed in
a hierarchical manner through invoking a dedicated function with a variable
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length argument list; properties are provided as arguments to this function.
Spec# supports inheritance operator to compose the specifications. The other
evaluated languages do not facilitate the composition of verification concerns
with each other.

Table 3. The design space applied to the specification of actions

Fixed Programmable

Abstractness Modularity Compose-ability

DS GP Tangled Mod. Fixed Prog.

Language Dep. Expressivity

Dep. Indep. Pred. Prog.

MaCS + + +

PQL + + + +

Polymer + + + +

JavaMOP + + +

RMOR + + +

Trace-
matches

+ + +

E-Chaser + + + +

TraceContract + + +

JASS + + +

APP + + +

Spec# +

Temporal
Rover

+ + + +

Specification of Actions: As Table 3 shows, MaCS, JavaMOP, RMOR, Trace-
matches, JASS, APP, and Temporal Rover adopt the constructs of the language
in which the base software is implemented to express the actions. PQL and
Polymer offer a predefined set of dedicated constructs for this matter, which
are dependent on the Java language. E-Chaser supports a method invocation as
the action, and this is specified independently from the language of base soft-
ware. Spec# does not offer dedicated constructs for the specification of actions;
it raises an exception if the verification fails. TraceContract by default reports
the error trace, but it is also possible to program desired actions in the Scala
language.

From the perspective of modularity, in all DSLs except MaCS and RMOR
the specifications of actions are tangled with the specification of verification con-
cerns. From the perspective of compose-ability, PQL offers a predefined operator,
i.e., the sequential composition of specifications. Polymer facilitates composing
multiple actions by means of policy combinators. E-Chaser does not facilitate
the composition of actions. In the languages in which actions are expressed in a
GPL, actions can be composed with each other using the adopted GPL.
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2.4 Illustration of the Shortcomings

Since the existing RV DSLs do not span the full design space, the abstractness,
modularity, and compose-ability requirements cannot be fulfilled in the imple-
mentation of RV techniques if these languages are adopted. In this section, we
illustrate these shortcomings by the example of a document-editing software to
which runtime verification must be applied.

The document-editing software has the three core modules Authentication,
DocumentManager, and Storage. These provide the functionality to authenti-
cate users, to edit a document, and to save its contents on the file system,
respectively. Authentication and DocumentManager are implemented in Java,
and Storage is implemented in C. Figure 3 shows a UML sequence diagram
that depicts the sequence of causally dependent invocations that handle a save
request issued by the user. Here, the user first logs in to the system, by invoking
the method login on the object anAuthentication. Then, eventually, s/he starts
a save operation by invoking the method save on the object aDocumentManager
of type DocumentManager. Subsequently, the functions open, write, and finally
close are invoked on Storage. The user eventually logs out from the application.
For the sake of brevity, we omitted the objects that facilitate inter-language
communication. We assume that each user modifies one document at a given
time, and that the request to modify the document is handled in one causal
thread of execution that spans across anAuthentication, aDocumentManager,
and Storage.

Assume that we would like to verify the sequence of invocations depicted in
Figure 3, to ensure that a request to save a document by an authenticated user
eventually results in storing the document on the file system. There are two kinds
of failure. First, the save request is issued by an un-authenticated user. Second,
after invocation of save by an authenticated user, any of the other invocations
does not occur in the specified order before the user logs out. As recovery actions,
we would like to first log an error message and then prevent the execution of the
method whose invocation violates the specified sequence.

We consider two possibilities for implementing the aforementioned runtime
check using the available RV DSLs: (a) using a single RV DSL, and (b) using a
different RV DSL for each base implementation language.

If we would like to adopt a single RV DSL, the linguistic constructs of the RV
DSL must be sufficiently abstract to express runtime behavior of base programs
implemented in various different languages. As Table 1 shows, only E-Chaser fa-
cilitates abstracting information from the base software implemented in different
languages. However, as we show in [10], E-Chaser cannot preserve the modular-
ity of specifications for the base software implemented in multiple languages.
Moreover, it cannot verify the causal-dependency of the invocations that span
across modules implemented in different languages.

Alternatively, we would like to use a different RV DSL for each language envi-
ronment. To implement the running example, we use JavaMOP for the Java part
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anAuthentication aDocumentManager Storage

login

save
open

write

close

aUser

logout

Fig. 3. The sequence of method invocations to save a document

and RMOR for the C part. Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the JavaMOP
specification, which defines that the three events login, logout, and save

must be abstracted from instances of the Java classes Authentication and
DocumentManager. The events login and logout represent the state changes
after the execution of the methods login and logout on instances of the class
Authentication. The event save represents the state change before the execu-
tion of the method save on instances of the class DocumentManager. The regular
expression in line 8 indicates that somewhere between the occurrence of login
and logout (i.e., only when the user is authenticated), the event save may oc-
cur. The specification in lines 9 to 12 indicates that an error message must be
shown if the verification of the regular expression fails, and the execution of the
corresponding method must be prevented.

1 event login after(Authentication a) :
2 execution(∗ Authentication.login()) && target(a) {}
3 event logout after(Authentication a) :
4 execution(∗ Authentication.logout()) && target(a) {}
5 event save before(DocumentManager d) :
6 execution(∗ DocumentManager.save()) &&
7 target(d) {}
8 ere : (login save∗ logout)∗
9 @fail {

10 System.err.println(”Problem in saving the document!”);
11 SKIP;
12 }

Listing 1. A specification of the Java part

Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the RMOR specification, which defines that the
three events open, write, and close must be abstracted from the C module
Storage. The specification of the state machine in lines 4 to 7 indicates that
when the event open occurs, a transition to the state Opening must take place,
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which expects the event write to be the next event that occurs. If the event
write or any other event occurs in the state Opening, there will be a transition
to the built-in state error, which indicates that this is an unexpected event.

1 event open = before execution(Storage.c:open);
2 event write = before execution(Storage.c:write);
3 event close = before execution(Storage.c:close);
4 initial state Opening {when open −> Opening; when write−>error;/∗...∗/}
5 live state Opening {when write −> Writing;/∗...∗/}
6 live state Writing {when close −> Closing;/∗...∗/}
7 live state Closing {/∗...∗/}

Listing 2. A specification of the C part

With the state-of-the-art RV DSLs, the specifications are lacking abstractness
because they are dedicated to one GPL. This prevents us from specifying the
desired properties of the base software in a correct way. For example, we need
to specify that the sequence of events specified in lines 4 to 7 of Listing 2 must
occur after the event save specified in Listing 1. However, this can neither be
specified in JavaMOP nor in RMOR; consequently, we have to provide a third
DSL dedicated for expressing the compositions of these specifications, which
can be a costly task. It is therefore preferable that an RV DSL offers linguistic
constructs that are sufficiently abstract to deal with software implemented in
various languages.

Since the adopted specification languages make use of the elements of a GPL,
we were obliged to sacrifice the modularity of specifications by splitting them
based on the implementation language of base software; in our example, the
specification of sequence of events is divided in two modules. As a consequence,
compose-ability of specifications is reduced since there is no standard linguistic
mechanism for composing the specifications that are expressed in various RV
DSLs.

3 Towards an RV Language Composition Framework

The shortcomings of the current RV DSLs in expressing, modularizing, and com-
posing diverse kinds of RV techniques may consequently oblige software engineers
to design and implement new RV DSLs. However, the design and implementa-
tion of a new RV DSL from scratch requires extensive knowledge of language
design, and may be a time-consuming task. Moreover, the existing RV DSLs
share several abstractions, unfortunately, without sharing an implementation.

To ease the design and implementation of RV DSLs, we advocate the need for
a language composition framework, which offers the necessary linguistic mecha-
nisms to define new DSLs while providing the mechanisms to achieve modularity
and compose-ability in the implementation of domain-specific crosscutting con-
cerns. To this aim, this section first identifies the characteristic features of RV
concerns that must be respected by such a framework. Afterwards, it explains
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Event Composition Model that is a base model for such a framework, and dis-
cusses its suitability for this matter.

3.1 Characteristic Features of RV Concerns

A closer look at the model depicted in Figure 1 and the languages discussed in
the previous section reveals the following characteristic features of RV concerns.

First, the interactions among the concepts of RV techniques have by nature
a transient characteristic, meaning that the changes in the states of a concern
drive the other concerns. For example, the verification concerns observe the
changes that occur in the states of the base software, and verify the state changes
of interest against the specified properties of the base software. Various RV
techniques may require to consider various kinds of state changes; examples are
a time-out value, and an invocation of a method on an object. This implies
that an RV language composition framework must facilitate defining open-ended
kinds of state changes in the base software as well as in RV concerns.

Second, it is not easy or even possible to foresee all kinds of concerns that
appear in the RV techniques of today or in future. For example, some techniques
require to specify and verify the sequence of method invocations in the base
software, whereas some others may require to specify and verify the properties
of operating system processes. The steady development of new RV DSLs that
support new kinds of formalisms to specify the properties is a consequence of this.
Therefore, as the second requirement, we claim that an RV language composition
framework must facilitate implementing open-ended kinds of RV concerns such
that the specifications are modular.

Third, although Figure 1 shows a fixed hierarchy of concerns, in a general
case, the kinds of compositions cannot be fixed. For example, an RV technique
itself may be considered as the base software whose behavior must be checked
at runtime, a specification may be composed of multiple sub-specifications, etc.
This indicates that an RV language composition framework must facilitate im-
plementing open-ended kinds of compositions.

Finally, due to the increasing number of multi-language software systems (e.g.,
embedded software) to which RV techniques must be applied, an RV language
composition framework must support open-ended sets of base languages.

3.2 Event Composition Model

In [15, 16], we introduced Event Composition Model as a model, which respects
the aforementioned characteristic features. In this section, we explain a revised
version of this model whose concepts are shown in Figure 4 via a UML class
diagram.

At a high level of abstraction, Event Composition Model considers the exe-
cution Environment as a set of Events and Event Modules. In software systems,
events typically represent changes in the states of interest and are means for
abstracting the execution trace of programs. As the class Event Type shows,
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Fig. 4. Event Composition Model

events are typed entities; Base Event Type and Reactor Event Type are two
main specializations. The former represents the events that occur in the base
software, and the latter represents the events that are published by so-called
event modules that will be explained in the subsequent paragraphs. Event Com-
position Model does not fix the event types and events; new kinds of application
and/or domain-specific event types and events can be defined in the language
composition framework.

As the class Attribute in Figure 4 shows, each event type defines a set of
attributes for events; these are means to keep the abstracted information from
the execution trace of software. The attributes are classified into Static and
Dynamic. The former includes the set of attributes whose values do not change
and are known at the time an event is defined in the framework. The latter
defines the set of attributes whose values are known when an event is published
during the execution of software. For example, for an event that corresponds to
the invocation of a method, the name and the value of parameters can be defined
as static and dynamic attributes of the event, respectively.

Event Composition Model considers name, publisher, returnflow, thread, and
stacktrace as predefined attributes. These attributes respectively specify the
unique name of an event in the framework, the publisher of the event, and the
changes that must be applied to the flow of execution of the publisher after an
event is successfully processed, the thread of execution in which the event is pub-
lished, and a report of the active stack frames at the time the event is published.
For the reactor events, the attribute inner keeps a reference to the input event
being processed by an event module. More application and/or domain-specific
attributes can be defined for each type of event.

Event Composition Model introduces Event Module as a means to modularize
a group of related events and the reactions to them. In software engineering, a
module is usually considered as a referable entity with well-defined interfaces.
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Two kinds of interfaces, known as input and output, are typically considered
for a module. The former defines the services that a module requires from its
context; the latter specifies the services that a module provides to its context.
A module also has an implementation part, which is bound to its interfaces
to provide the specified interfaces. Modules promote encapsulation by utilizing
interfaces as their interaction points with their context.

As Figure 4 shows, event modules adhere to the above definition of modules
in the following ways. An event module is identifiable and referable by its unique
name. An event module has an Input Interface, an implementation – which is
termed as Reactor Chain–, and an Output Interface; these elements are bound
to each other.

The input interface of an event module specifies the set of events of interest
to which the event module must react. Event Composition Model does not fix
the semantics for selecting the events of interest and for binding them to the
input interface of an event module. One important difference between the input
interface of modules in programming languages and the input interface of event
modules is that in programming languages input interfaces are invoked explicitly,
whereas in event modules invocations are implicit. The explicit invocation means
that programmers write code for invoking the input interface of a module. In
contrast, implicit invocation [24] means that there is no need for such code, and
when an event of interest occurs, the corresponding event module is activated
by the language composition framework.

Figure 4 shows that the implementation of an event module contains a set of
Reactors and Variables. Each reactor processes (a subset of) the events specified
in the input interface of the event module. Reactors are typed entities; a Reactor
Type is a domain-specific type that defines the semantics in processing the events
of interest.

Reactors can be composed with each other within a reactor chain. Such reac-
tors can exchange information among each other via the variables defined within
the corresponding reactor chain. While processing an input event, a reactor may
publish new events, which are termed as reactor events. Via the attribute inner
a reference to the input event being processed by the reactor is maintained.

The output interface of an event module defines the set of events that are
published by the event module to its context. To be able to process events,
event modules are instantiated during the execution of software based on some
Instantiation Strategy; the strategies can be programmed according to the ap-
plication/domain demands.

3.3 Motivations to Adopt Event Composition Model

Event Composition Model respects the characteristic features of RV concerns
identified in Section 3.1 in the following ways. Events are means to implement
the transient nature of RV concerns. Various kinds of RV concerns can uni-
formly be implemented and modularized as event modules. The support for
domain-specific reactor types facilitates expressing the RV concerns of interest
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at a higher abstraction level in their DSL. Open-ended kinds of RV concerns can
be programmed because Event Composition Model is open-ended with respect
to event types, events, reactors, reactor types, event modules, and instantiation
strategies.

Fig. 5. Modularizing RV concerns via event modules

The events in the output interface of an event module can further be specified
as the input interface of other event modules, this facilitates composing event
modules with each other and defining the composition constraints via event
modules. Open-ended kinds of compositions can be programmed according to
the application and/or domain requirements. Event modules only interface with
the base software in terms of events. Regardless of the implementation language,
events are a universal principle in the execution of all software systems; and
Event Composition Model does not constrain the kinds of events to be supported.
Therefore, Event Composition Model is open-ended with respect to the supported
base languages.

There is an analogy between the concepts of Event Composition Model and
the ones in the aspect-oriented languages. Here, events correspond to join points,
and event modules correspond to aspects. Since multiple events can be selected
via the input interface of an event module, and such events may be published
by various publishers, event modules can be adopted to modularize crosscutting
concerns. The support for domain-specific reactor types facilitate expressing such
concerns in their DSLs.

Figure 5 shows an example way of implementing RV concerns via event mod-
ules. Here, the input interface of the event module verification selects the events
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of interest that are published by the base software. These events are provided to
the reactor chain, which implements the functionality of the verification. If the
verification fails, the result is published as a reactor event, which is bound to
the output interface of verification. This event is received by the input interface
of the event module action, which depending on the kinds of action may collect
more events from the base software. Composition constraints among the modules
can further be defined and modularized via event modules.

4 The EventReactor Language Composition Framework

EventReactor is a language composition framework that provides dedicated
linguistic constructs to implement the concepts of Event Composition Model.
In [15, 16], we explain an earlier version of EventReactor by means of an exam-
ple RV technique. This paper proposes a new version of EventReactor that offers
linguistic constructs to modularly define event types and events. In addition, it
facilitates the explicit definition of the output interface of event modules so
that the boundary of event modules are more explicit in the specifications. The
new version of EventReactor supports programmable instantiation strategies of
event modules based on event attributes; this gives flexibility to programmers
to specify the desired strategies. In the following, we make use of our illustrative
example to explain EventReactor language. For the sake of brevity, some details
are eliminated; the full implementation of the example can be downloaded from
the website of EventReactor1.

4.1 Specification of Event Types and Events

Event types are data structures that define a set of static and dynamic at-
tributes for events. EventReactor provides four built-in event types EventType,
BaseEventType, ReactorEventType, and MethodBased; it also offers a dedicated
language to define custom event types modularly.

Complying with Figure 4, the built-in event type EventType is the super
type of all other event types, and BaseEventType, ReactorEventType are two
specializations that define the specified attributes in Figure 4. For the attribute
returnflow, EventReactor currently supports the following values: Continue
means that the flow of execution must not be changed; Exit means that the
execution of program must terminate; Return means that the flow of execution
must return to the publisher.

The event type MethodBased represents the state changes corresponding to
the invocation and execution of methods in the base program, as it is supported
by the current aspect-oriented languages [22]. Listing 3 shows the definition of
the event type MethodBased, which extends the type BaseEventType (Line 1)
and thereby inherits all its attributes. In addition to the inherited attributes, this
type declares further static context attributes (Lines 3–5) and dynamic context

1 http://sourceforge.net/projects/eventreactor/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/eventreactor/
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attributes (Lines 7–8). The static attributes define the kind of event (i.e., before
invocation, before execution, after invocation, after execution), the signature
of the method, and the module in which the method is defined. The dynamic
attributes define the arguments of the method and the target object in which
the method is executed.

1 eventtype MethodBased extends BaseEventType{
2 staticcontext:
3 kind : MethodBasedEvents;
4 signature : String;
5 module : String;
6 dynamiccontext:
7 args : Object [];
8 target : Object;
9 }

Listing 3. The specification of MethodBased

EventReactor offers a dedicated language to programmers to define the events
of interest modularly. For this matter, programmers must specify its unique
name, its event type, and the values of the static attributes defined by the
event type. For the built-in method-based events, the compiler of EventReactor
extracts the relevant information from the base software, and automatically cre-
ates event definitions in this language. The compiler adopts the same approach
as the Compose* compiler [25] to support multiple base language (e.g., as Java,
C, and .Net languages) that adhere to the abstract language model provided by
Compose*.

Listing 4 shows an example of an event definition that is generated by the
EventReactor compiler. The event is MethodBased (Line 1) and represents the
state change after invocation and immediately before the execution (Line 3) of
the method save (Line 4) defined in the class DocumentManagement (Line 5).

1 event saveDocumentManager instanceof MethodBased{
2 staticcontext:
3 kind = MethodBasedEvents.BeforeExecution;
4 signature = ”public void save(java.lang.String, java.lang.Object)”
5 module = ”public class DocumentManagement extends java.lang.Object”
6 }

Listing 4. The specification of a method-based event

To publish an event, it is necessary to initialize its dynamic attributes and
inform the runtime environment of EventReactor of the event. The API of Event-
Reactor offers two routines for this matter. In the first one, the information about
the event is provided as a comma-separated list of attributes and their values.
This API is useful if the base software is implemented in a language other than
Java. The second API is useful if the events are published from a Java program.
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In this case, EventReactor generates Java classes from the specification of events,
whose instances represent events.

Listing 5 shows an example code for publishing the saveDocumentManager

event. First, an instance of the generated class saveDocumentManager is con-
structed (Line 1). Next, the dynamic context attributes are set (Lines 2–3). And
finally, the event object is published to the EventReactor runtime (Line 4).

1 saveDocumentManager event = new saveDocumentManager();
2 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”publisher”, aDocumentManager);
3 // initialize other dynamic attributes, e.g., the current thread
4 EventReactor.publish(event);

Listing 5. Publishing a method-based event

For the method-based events the EventReactor compiler instruments the base
program to publish the defined events. To publish EventReactor events from base
software written in a language other than Java, Java-JNI2 is used to access the
runtime environment of EventReactor.

4.2 Specification of RV Concerns

EventReactor offers eventpackage as a means to package the specification of RV
concerns. The elements defined within an event package can be referred to by
their fully qualified name. Like any other programming language, programmers
decide how the implementations must be packaged.

1 eventpackage ObservationConcern{
2 selectors
3 save = {E | isBeforeExecution(E, M),
4 isMethodWithName(M,’save’),
5 isModuleWithName(C,’DocumentManager’),
6 isDefinedIn(M, C)};
7 open = ...
8 write = ...
9 close = ...

10 login = ...
11 logout = ...
12 failure = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’violated’),
13 isEventModuleWithName(EM, ’∗.Verification’),
14 isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
15 }

Listing 6. Specification of observation concern

2 See homepage of Java-JNI: http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/
guide/jni/spec/jniTOC.html

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/jni/spec/jniTOC.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/jni/spec/jniTOC.html
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As Listing 6 shows, the events of interest are selected by means of queries in the
Prolog language. In lines 3–6, the Prolog expression specifies that the method-
based events E, which correspond to the state change after the invocation and
immediately before the execution of the method ‘‘save’’ defined in the class
‘‘DocumentManager’’, must be selected. The other base events that must be
verified are selected likewise in lines 7–11. Lines 12–14 specify that the event
violated, which is published by the event module Verification, is another
event of interest to be selected.

A modular implementation of the verification concern is provided in Listing 7
via the event module Verification. As Figure 4 shows, an event module must
have an input interface, which must be bound to a set of events of interest defined
in the framework. Lines 3–5 define the input interface, which is bound to the
named selectors defined in the event package ObservationConcern.

In EventReactor, the instantiation strategy can be specified as a comma-
separated list of event attributes. Such a specification indicates that a distinct
instance of the event module must be created for each distinct combination of
the values of the specified attributes. If no instantiation strategy is specified,
the event module will be instantiated in a singleton manner. Line 6 of Listing 7
indicates that the event module must be instantiated per thread.

Line 7 binds the reactor chain Verify to the input interface, and defines
the property to be verified as a regular expression over the input events, which
is passed to the Verify reactor chain. The event violated is specified as the
output interface of the event module in line 8; this event is published from within
the reactor chain if any of the input events does not occur in the specified order.

1 eventpackage VerificationConcern{
2 eventmodules
3 Verification := {ObservationConcern.login, ObservationConcern.logout,
4 ObservationConcern.save, ObservationConcern.open,
5 ObservationConcern.write, ObservationConcern.close}
6 {’thread’}
7 <− Verify(’(login (save open write+ close)∗ logout)∗’)
8 −> {violated : ReactorEventType};
9 }

Listing 7. An event module for the verification concern

In EventReactor, reactor chains are defined separately from event module to
facilitate reusing them in multiple event modules. Reuse is further increased by
the possibility to parameterize reactor chains. An example of a parameterized
reactor chain is given in Listing 8, which shows the reactor chain Verify used in
the event module discussed above. The chain consists of a single reactor named
as regexp of the type RegularExpression. As for reactor chains, reactors can
be parametric. This is shown in line 3, in which the parameter regformula is
assigned to the reactor’s parameter expression.
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1 reactorchain Verify(regformula: String){
2 reactors
3 regexp: RegularExpression = { reactor.expression = regformula; };
4 }

Listing 8. A reactor chain for the verification concern

In addition to the verification concerns, recovery actions can also be defined
via event modules. Listing 9 defines the event package RecoveryConcern in
which the event module Recovery is defined. Here, the event failure, which
is published by the event module Verification and selected in Listing 6, is
specified as the input interface of the event module Recovery. The instantiation
strategy "publisher" indicates that individual instances of the event module
must be created for individual instances of the event module Verification that
publishes the events violated. The reactor chain Recover as the implementation
of the event module; the event module does not publish any event as its output
interface.

1 eventpackage RecoveryConcern{
2 eventmodules
3 Recovery := {ObservationConcern.failure} {”publisher”} <− Recover() −> { };
4 }

Listing 9. An event module for the recovery concern

Listing 10 defines the reactor chain Recover in which two reactors logger and
preventer are defined of the types Log and ForceReturn, respectively. Since the
reactor logger is first in the chain, it processes the input event first. Afterwards
the event is processed by preventer, which suppresses the further execution of
the base method whose execution has caused the failure. The runtime behavior
of running example in processing events is explained in Section 5.

1 reactorchain Recover(){
2 reactors
3 logger: Log = {reactor.message = ’An error has occurred!’;};
4 preventer: ForceReturn;
5 }

Listing 10. A reactor chain for the recovery concern

4.3 Implementation of Reactor Types

Reactor types are means to encapsulate the functionality for processing input
events and publishing output events. Each reactor type is defined via a so-called
reaction class and a specification of meta information. The reaction class, which
is implemented in Java, provides the functionality of reactor type in processing
input events. The specification of meta information defines the name of the
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reactor type, the name of its reaction class, the name and type of reactor events
that are published by the reactor type, and the parameters of the reactor type.
Listing 11 shows the specification of the reactor type RegularExpression.

Listing 12 shows the implementation of the class RegExpClass. Each action
class must extend the class ReactorAction that is provided by EventReactor,
and must implement two methods initialize and execute. The former is exe-
cuted when the corresponding reactor is instantiated, the latter is executed when
the corresponding reactor receives an event to process. These methods can access
the instances of the corresponding reactor, reactor chain, and event module via
their argument context.

1 reactortype RegularExpression {
2 reaction = RegExpClass;
3 events = {violated : ReactorEventType};
4 parameters = {expression : String};
5 }

Listing 11. The specification of the RegularExpression reactor type

1 public class RegExpClass extends ReactorAction {
2 Automaton automaton;
3 @Override
4 public void initialize(Context context) throws Exception {
5 String expression = this.getParameters(”expression”);
6 automaton = //parse the regular expression and create the automaton
7 // ...
8 }
9 @Override

10 public void execute(Event event, Context context) throws Exception {
11 boolean failed = automaton.check(event);
12 if (failed == true) {
13 violated result = new violated();
14 result.initializeDynamicAttribute(”inner”, event);
15 result.initializeDynamicAttribute(”publisher”, context.eventmodule);
16 // ...
17 EventReactor.publish(violated);
18 }
19 }
20 }

Listing 12. The action class for the reactor type RegularExpression

In Listing 12, the method initialize parses the regular expression provided
via the parameter expression, and it creates an automaton according to the
algorithm presented in [26]. The method executemakes use of the generated au-
tomaton to verify event against the regular expression formula, and concludes
the success or failure of the verification. As lines 13–17 show, if the verifica-
tion fails, it creates a reactor event and publishes it. Here, the attribute inner is
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initialized with event whose processing causes the reactor event be published.
The corresponding event module is specified as the publisher, and other dynamic
attributes can be initialized likewise.

For the sake of brevity, this paper does not show the implementation of the
reactor types Log and ForceReturn. In short, the reactor type Log reports a
message on the screen when it receives an event to process. The message is
passed to the reactor type as a parameter. The reactor type ForceReturn pre-
vents the invocation or the execution of a method to proceed. For this matter,
it checks whether the input event is of the type MethodBased and has the value
BeforeInvocation or BeforeExecution in its attribute kind. If so, it assigns
the value Flow.Return to the attribute returnflow of the input event. As ex-
plained in Section 5, the runtime environment of EventReactor changes the flow
of execution accordingly. If ForceReturn receives a reactor event to process, it
traverses the chain of causally dependent events via the attribute inner of the
reactor event until it reaches to an event of the type MethodBased, and performs
the aforementioned operation.

5 Runtime Event Processing in EventReactor

As explained in [15, 27], the specifications of event types, events, reactor types,
event packages, and reactor chains are input to the EventReactor compiler, which
performs various checks on the specifications to ensure their correctness. The
compiler can also identify method-based events in a program. For this matter, the
program must be provided as input; as the output, the program is instrumented
with so-called notifier code, which implements the functionality to publish events
to the runtime environment of EventReactor, and to get the results back when
the event is processed.

In object-oriented programs, objects are regarded as standard publishers.
Upon the creation of an object of interest, a notifier is bound to the object. In
non-object-oriented programs, software files are regarded as standard publishers
to which a notifier is bound at compile time. At runtime, a notifier assigns a
unique identifier to the corresponding file to be used as the unique identifier of
the publisher for the corresponding method-based events. If an event module
publishes events as its output interface, a notifier is bound to the event mod-
ule upon the instantiation of event module. For the programmer-defined events,
programmers must implement the functionality to publish the events using the
interface provided by EventReactor.

As explained in Section 4, an event is defined with a unique name, a set of
static and dynamic attributes. The name and the static attributes of events are
fixed, and cannot be changed when an event is published to the runtime environ-
ment. As a result, the selectors that query events based on their name and/or
static attributes can be evaluated at compile time, and the events that form
the results of each selector can be tagged. The EventReactor compiler maintains
these tags and the information about the specifications in a repository, which
is used by the runtime environment to process events. In the following subsection,
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we first explain the algorithm adopted by EventReactor to process runtime
events. Second, we illustrate the runtime behavior of our running example. We
will discuss the runtime overhead of EventReactor in Section 7.

5.1 The Execution Semantics of EventReactor

The runtime environment of EventReactor makes use of Algorithm 1 to receive
events and process them in a synchronous way. As line 1 shows, first it is checked
whether the event is known in the language; this check is performed by matching
the unique name of the event against the unique name of events that are defined
in the language. If the event does not match any defined event, the runtime envi-
ronment ignores it. Otherwise, as line 3 shows, the runtime environment retrieves
the set of selectors to which this event matches, using the tags generated by the
compiler. If the event matches multiple selectors, the runtime environment con-
siders a random order among the selectors. As line 4 shows, for each selector,
the set of event modules that refer to the selector in their input interface is re-
trieved. If there are multiple event modules referring to the selector, the runtime
environment considers a random order for the event modules, unless their order
is specified by the programmer using the keyword precede [15]. Lines 5 to 12
deal with the instantiation of each event module. To maintain a reference to the
instantiated event modules, the runtime environment of EventReactor creates a
so-called event module table for each specified event module. An event module
table resembles a relational database table [28], with two columns col reference
and col index. The latter keeps a reference to a distinct instance of the corre-
sponding event module, and the former is the primary key in the table. If the
event module is specified to be instantiated as singleton, there will be only one
row in this table. Otherwise, there will be one row for each distinct combination
of attributes that form the instantiation strategy of the event module. In this
case, the distinct combination of attributes that form the instantiation strategy
are used for indexing.

Line 5 of Algorithm 1 retrieves the corresponding table of an event module;
if there is no such table, it means that it is the first time that the event module
is instantiated. In this case, line 7 creates a table for the event module. Line 9
retrieves the corresponding instance of the event module based on the specified
instantiation strategy for the event module. If there is no instance, line 11 creates
one and inserts it in the event module table. In line 13 to 28, the event is
provided to the corresponding instance of the event module to be processed. For
each specified reactor in the implementation of the event module, line 14 checks
whether the event is of interest; as it is shown in Listing 18 in page 58, each
reactor can specify the set of events to which it reacts. If the event is of interest,
the reactor starts executing.

In lines 15 to 20 show that while executing, a reactor may publish reactor
events; this causes the execution of the reactor to be suspended until the reactor
event is processed. Line 17 checks whether a reactor event matches any of the
events specified in the output interface of the corresponding event module. If so,
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Algorithm 1. Process(event, repository)

1 e ← Match(event, repository.DefinedEvents);
2 if e �= null then
3 foreach selector in e.MatchedSelectors do
4 foreach eventmodule in selector.MatchedEventModules do
5 table ← repository.GetTable(eventmodule);
6 if table = null then
7 table ← repository.CreateTable(eventmodule);
8 end
9 instance ←table.GetInstance(eventmodule);

10 if instance = null then
11 instance ←table.CreateRow(eventmodule);
12 end
13 foreach reactor in instance.ReactorChain do
14 if reactor.Match(e) then
15 while reactor.Action not terminated do
16 reactorevent ← reactor.Action.Execute(e);
17 if Match(instance.OutputInterface, reactorevent) then
18 Publish (reactorevent);
19 end

20 end

21 end
22 if e.returnflow = Exit then
23 Terminate Program;
24 end
25 if e.returnflow = Return then
26 Return To Publisher;
27 end

28 end

29 end

30 end

31 end

in line 18 the notifier bound to the event module publishes the event to the run-
time environment of EventReactor. Consequently, the event becomes available
to be processed with the same algorithm.

While processing an input event, among other dynamic attributes, a reactor
may change the value of the attribute returnflow. If the execution of the re-
actor terminates successfully, the runtime environment checks the value of this
attribute, and changes the flow of execution accordingly. If the value is Exit, the
execution of the program terminates. If the value is Return, it means that the
event processing must not proceed with the other reactors or event modules, and
the flow of execution must return to the publisher. For the method-based events,
when the flow of execution returns to the publisher, the notifier bound to the
publisher prevents the invocation and/or the execution of a method to proceed
if the value return is specified for returnflow.
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5.2 An Illustration of the Runtime Behavior

Figure 6 shows the runtime view of our illustrative example. Here, anAuthentica-
tion, aDocumentManager, and Storage are the application modules of interest to
which the notifiers Notifier(A), Notifier(D), and Notifier(S) are bound. If any of
the events of interest occurs during the execution of the base program, instances
of the event modules Verification and Recovery are created and managed by
Runtime Environment. Since the event module Verification publishes an event
as its output interface, the notifier Notifier(V) is bound to it so that the event
can be provided to the Runtime Environment.
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Fig. 6. A runtime view of the illustrative example

In runtime verification, we always need to specify when a verification must
start and when it must terminate. In our example, we assumed that the events
login and logout always occur and perform as the start and end point of the
verification. Assume for example that in the causal thread of execution t a user
invokes the method login on the object anAuthentication. Before the execu-
tion of this method, Notifier(A) informs the Runtime Environment of an event
representing the corresponding state change. According to the specification in
Listing 7, this event is of interest and is part of the input interface of the event
module Verification.

Since there is no event module table named VerificationConcern.Verification,
the Runtime Environment creates one. Afterwards, it inserts one row in this
table, inserts the value t in the column col index, creates a new instance of
the event module to which Notifier(V) is bound, and inserts a reference to the
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created instance in the column col reference. Suppose that the user wishes to
save a document by invoking the method save on aDocumentManager, which
consequently Notifier(D) publishes the corresponding event to the Runtime En-
vironment. There is already an event module table named as VerificationCon-
cern.Verification, which means it is not the first time that an event of interest
for the event module Verification is processed. Here, the Runtime Environment
retrieves the row whose col index matches t ; there is one row, and the event is
provided to the corresponding instance of the event module to be processed.

Assume that instead of the function open, the function write is invoked on
Storage, and the corresponding event is published to the Runtime Environment
by Notifier(S). Similar to the previous case, the event is provided to the corre-
sponding instance of the event module to be processed. Since the event violates
the expected sequence of events, the reactor regexp publishes the reactor event vi-
olated, which is be bound to the event violated specified in the output interface of
the event module Verification, and is published to the Runtime Environment by
Notifier(V). Consequently, the Runtime Environment creates an event module
table named as RecoveryConcern.Recovery. The Runtime Environment inserts
the unique identifier of the corresponding instance of the event module Verifica-
tion in the column col index, creates an instance of the event module Recovery,
and provides the event to it. The instance of the reactor logger receives the event,
and reports the specified error message on the screen, afterwards the instance of
the reactor preventer prevents the execution of the method write on Storage.

If another user initiates a save operation in another causal thread of execution,
a new sequence of causally dependent events must be verified. Therefore, a new
row is created in the table VerificationConcern.Verification and a new instance
of the event module Verification is created for this matter.

6 Illustration of the Expressiveness of Event Modules

As we explained in Section 3.1, it is generally not possible to fix the kinds of
base concerns whose properties must be expressed, and the kinds of RV concerns.
This amplifies the need for supporting open-ended kinds of RV concerns by an
RV DSL. Otherwise, programmers have to provide workaround implementations
using the available constructs in an RV DSL, and as we illustrate in [15, 16], such
workarounds tend to be very complex, barely modular, little compose-able and
at lower levels of abstraction. The current RV DSLs, however, do not support
open-ended kinds of RV concerns. These languages typically support objects or
source files as the publisher of events, and only support verifying the temporal
properties of a group of events [4, 13, 11].

To illustrate the need for supporting open-ended kinds of RV concerns, this
section makes use of Recoverable Process [20] as an example RV technique. Recov-
erable Process aims at making processes fault-tolerant by monitoring processes
to detect their failures, and by either restarting a single failed process (called the
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local recovery strategy) or a group of semantically related processes, including
the failed one (called global recovery strategy).

In [15], we provide an example implementation of Recoverable Process in an
existing RV DSL, and explain in details the problems regarding the modularity,
compose-ability, and abstractness of implementations, which arise due to the
lack of support for open-ended kinds of RV concerns. In [27] we also explained
the shortcomings of current GPLs in implementing Recoverable Process in a
modular way. This section explains a possible implementation of Recoverable
Process in EventReactor, and discusses the suitability of the constructs offered
by EventReactor to preserve the modularity, compose-ability, and abstractness
of implementations.

6.1 Recoverable Process by Example

Figure 7 is a UML class diagram representing the concerns in Recoverable Pro-
cess. AppProcess represents a child process, and has the attributes pid, name,
status, init, and kill. The attribute pid is the unique identifier of the child process,
which is generated by the operating system. The attribute name is the developer-
specified name of the child process. The attribute status is the execution state
of the child process, which can either be running, terminated, or under-recovery.
The attributes init and kill are the methods that create or kill the child process,
respectively. The events initiated and killed, which are shown as operations in
the figure, occur if the child process is created or killed, respectively.
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Fig. 7. The concerns of Recoverable Process

The concern RecoveryUnit represents a group of child processes that must be
recovered together. RecoveryUnit detects the failures in the corresponding child
processes, and publishes an event to the concern ProcessManager to inform
of the failures. Consequently, ProcessManager recovers the corresponding child
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processes by changing their status to under-recovery, restarting them, and setting
their status back to running. The concern Parent represents the parent process
of AppProcess. It creates the child processes, and publishes the event initiated
for each of them.

Assume for example that we would like to apply Recoverable Process to an
example media-player software to make its processes fault-tolerant. An abstract
block diagram of the media-player software is shown in Figure 8. The software is
structured around the five processes Runner, UserInterface, MPCore, Audio and
Video, which execute the modules Main, GUI, Core, Libao, and Libvo, respec-
tively. The nesting of blocks shows that the parent process Runner has spawned
the other processes as children. The arrows in the figure represent the messages
that are exchanged among processes. With a global recovery strategy, the child
processes Core, Audio, Video, User Interface can be restarted as a group. When
local recovery is applied, the processes can be restarted individually.

User Interface MPCore Audio Video User Interface MPCore A di Video PCore Audio VideoPCore Audioser Interface M

Runner 

Process 

Inter-process communication 

Fig. 8. An abstract block diagram of the media-player software

6.2 Recoverable Process in EventReactor

Defining and Publishing Events: As the concern AppProcess in Figure 7
shows, two events initiated and killed must be defined for each child process of
interest. Listing 13 shows the specification of the event type ChildProcessEv-
ent. Here, the attributes PID and parent represent the unique identifier of the
child process and its parent. The events MPCoreInitiated and MPCoreKilled

are defined of the type ChildProcessEvent to represent the initialization and
destruction of the child process MPCore. The other events of interest are de-
fined likewise. The media-player software is changed such that these events are
published when a child process is initiated or killed.
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1 eventtype ChildProcessEvent extends BaseEventType{
2 dynamiccontext:
3 PID : long;
4 parent : long;
5 }
6 event MPCoreInitiated instanceof ChildProcessEvent{}
7 event MPCoreKilled instanceof ChildProcessEvent{}

Listing 13. The specification of the event type ChildProcessEvent

In this example, the parent process is the only publisher of events of interest;
consequently, the runtime environment of EventReactor is executed in the parent
process by its main thread of execution. For each child process of interest, we
extend the media-player software with a class that defines two methods: one for
initiating the child process, and one for killing it. From within these methods,
the events that are defined for the child process are published to the runtime
environment of EventReactor. The media-player software is also changed such
that the parent process invokes these methods when needed. Listing 14 shows
an example of such a class for the child process MPCore, in which two methods
initMPCore and killMPCore are defined.

1 public class MPCoreClass{
2 void initMPCore() {
3 ...
4 int processID = \\ create the child process MPCore
5 ...
6 MPCoreInitiated event = new MPCoreInitiated();
7 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”publisher”, parentPID);
8 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”thread”,CurrentThread.ID);
9 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”stacktrace”,CurrentThread.stacktrace);

10 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”PID”,processID);
11 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”parent”, parentPID);
12 EventReactor.publish(event);
13 }
14 void killMPCore(){...}
15 }

Listing 14. An excerpt of MPCoreClass

Defining Auxiliary Information: As Figure 7 shows, the concern AppProcess
has two attributes init and kill, which represent the methods that are used by
the media-player software to create or kill a child process, respectively. The nec-
essary information about these methods must also be defined in EventReactor.
The compiler of EventReactor is extendable with new kinds of specifications,
providing that suitable generators are provided to translate them into Prolog
facts and queries. Using the feature of EventReactor, we provide a specification
language to define the methods that must be invoked to construct or destroy a
process. Listing 15 shows an excerpt of such specifications.
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1 Method void initMPCore() In Class MPCoreClass
2 Method void killMPCore() In Class MPCoreClass

Listing 15. An excerpt of the specification to define methods

Defining Reactor Types: We provide React and RestartProcess, whose
specification is depicted in Listing 16. The sole function of React is to publish
a reactor event when it receives an event to process. The name of the reac-
tor event must be provided as an argument to the reactor type. The reactor
type RestartProcess restarts a group of child processes that is specified as
the parameter of the reactor type. This reactor type publishes the reactor event
succeeded of the type RecoveryResult if it successfully restarts a child process;
otherwise, it publishes the reactor event failed of the type RecoveryResult.

1 reactortype React {
2 reaction = ReactClass;
3 events = { parameters.name : ReactorEventType};
4 parameters = {name : String};
5 }
6 reactortype RestartProcess {
7 reaction = RestartProcessClass;
8 events = { succeeded : RecoveryResult, failed: RecoveryResult};
9 parameters = {processes : List};

10 }
Listing 16. The specification of the reactor types

Defining the Concern AppProcess: Listing 17 defines the event package
MPCoreProcessPackage in which necessary data are selected and event modules
are defined to represent the child process MPCore. In lines 3–8, we select the
events indicating construction and destruction of MPCore, and the methods
whose execution causes the construction and destruction of this child process.

Lines 10–12 define the event module MPCoreProcess to represent the child pro-
cessMPCore. Here, the events selected by e inited and e killed are grouped as
the input interface of the event module. The reactor chain AppProcessImpl takes
the selected events and methods as its arguments. As the output interface, the
event module publishes the events inited and killed. Since there is only one
child process as MPCore in the media-player software, the event module is spec-
ified to be instantiated in a singleton manner. The other child processes must be
defined likewise.

Listing 18 defines the reactor chain AppProcessImpl implementing the func-
tionality of the concern AppProcess. Here, the parameters pinit and pkill

represent the methods that create or kill a child process, respectively. The param-
eters pinited and pkilled represent the events indicating that a child process
is initiated or killed, respectively. The variables in the reactor chain correspond
to the attributes of AppProcess in Figure 7.
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1 eventpackage MPCoreProcessPackage{
2 selectors
3 e inited = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’MPCoreInitiated’)};
4 e killed = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’MPCoreKilled’)};
5 m init = {M | isMethodWithName (M, ’initMPCore’),
6 isClassWithName (C, ’MPCoreClass’), isDefinedIn(M, C)};
7 m kill = {M | isMethodWithName (M, ’killMPCore’),
8 isClassWithName (C, ’MPCoreClass’), isDefinedIn(M, C)};
9 eventmodules

10 MPCoreProcess := {e inited, e killed} <−
11 AppProcessImpl (m init, m kill, e inited, e killed) −>
12 {inited: ReactorEventType, killed: ReactorEventType};
13 }

Listing 17. Modular representation of MPCore

1 reactorchain AppProcessImpl (pinit:Method,pkill:Method,pinited:Event,pkilled:Event)
2 {
3 variables
4 init : Method = pinit;
5 kill : Method = pkill;
6 pid : Integer;
7 status : String;
8 reactors
9 reportInitiated : React = (event.name == pinited.name) =

10 { status = ’running’; pid = event.PID; reactor.name = ’inited’; };
11 reportKilled : React = (event.name == pkilled.name) =
12 { status = ’terminated’; pid = −1; reactor.name = ’killed’;};
13 }

Listing 18. Implementing AppProcesss

Lines 9–10 define the reactor reportInitiated of type React, which only
processes the input events represented by pinited. In the body of this reactor,
reactor chain’s attribute status is set to the value ‘‘running’’, pid is assigned
the unique identifier of the created process, and the value ‘‘inited’’ is specified
as the name of the event that will be published by the reactor. The reactor
reportKilled is defined analogously with the difference that no valid process
ID exists.

At runtime, when the child process MPCore is created in the media player
software, the event MPCoreInitiated is published. EventReactor will retrieve
the singleton instance of the AppProcessImpl reactor chain and pass the event
to the reactor ReportInitiated. Since the event is of interest, the reactor assigns
the specified values to the variables defined in the reactor chain, and publishes
the reactor event inited. Afterwards, the event MPCoreInitiated is received by
the reactor ReportKilled, but the reactor ignores it because it is not of interest.
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Defining the Concern RecoveryUnit : Listing 19 defines the event package
GRUnit in which an event module is defined to represent a recovery unit for the
global recovery of the media-player software. This recovery unit must group all
the child processes, and it must report a failure when the child process MPCore
is killed.

To this aim, lines 3–5 of Listing 19 select the event killed that is in the
output interface of the event module MPCoreProcess, and name it as e killed

in the event package. Lines 6–9 select the event modules MPCoreProcess, Audio,
Video, UserInterface. Lines 11–13 define the event module GlobalRU with the
implementation RecoveryUnitImpl. The list of selected child processes (repre-
sented as event modules) is passed to the reactor chain RecoveryUnitImpl. The
event module publishes a reactor event named failure as its output interface.
Listing 20 defines a recovery unit for the local recovery of the child process
UserInterface.

1 eventpackage GRUnit {
2 selectors
3 e killed = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’killed’),
4 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.MPCoreProcess’),
5 isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
6 em mpcore = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.MPCoreProcess’)};
7 em audio = ...
8 em video = ...
9 em ui = ...

10 eventmodules
11 GlobalRU := {e killed} <−
12 RecoveryUnitImpl ({em mpcore, em ui, em audio, em video})
13 −> {failure : ReactorEventType};
14 }

Listing 19. Modular representation of the global recovery unit

1 eventpackage LRUnit{
2 selectors
3 e uikilled = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’killed’),
4 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’),
5 isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
6 em ui = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’)};
7 eventmodules
8 LocalRU := {e uikilled} <− RecoveryUnitImpl({em ui})
9 −> {failure : ReactorEventType};

10 }
Listing 20. Modular representation of a local recovery unit

Listing 21 defines the reactor chain RecoveryUnitImpl to implement the func-
tionality of the concern RecoveryUnit. The reactor chain receives the list of cor-
responding child processes in its parameter processLst and stores them in the
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variable processes. The reactor reportFailure is defined of type React. The
name of the reactor event that will be published by reportFailure is specified
as ’failure’.

1 reactorchain RecoveryUnitImpl (processLst: List) {
2 variables
3 processes : List = processLst;
4 reactors
5 reportFailure : React = { reactor.name = ’failure’; };
6 }

Listing 21. Implementing RecoveryUnit

Defining the Concern ProcessManager : Listing 22 defines the event pack-
age ProcessManagers, in which event modules are defined to represent the con-
cern ProcessManager of Recoverable Process. Lines 3–10 select the recovery
units of interest and the events published by them. Lines 12–14 define the event
module RestartAll. It takes the events selected by e global failure as input
interface and binds the reactor chain ProcessManagerImpl to it. The value of the
attribute processes that is defined in the implementation of GlobalRU is passed
as the argument. As output, this event module publishes either succeeded or
failed. The event module RestartUI is defined likewise in lines 15–17.

1 eventpackage ProcessManagers{
2 selectors
3 em global = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.GlobalRU’)};
4 em local = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.LocalRU’)};
5 e global failure = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’failure’),
6 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.GlobalRU’),
7 isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
8 e local failure = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’failure’),
9 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.LocalRU’),

10 isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
11 eventmodules
12 RestartAll := {e global failure} <−
13 ProcessManagerImpl(em global.processes)
14 −> {succeeded: RecoveryResult, failed: RecoveryResult};
15 RestartUI := {e local failure} <−
16 ProcessManagerImpl(em local.processes)
17 −> {succeeded: RecoveryResult, failed: RecoveryResult};
18 }

Listing 22. Modular representation of process managers

Listing 23 implements the functionality to restart a set of child processes
that is specified by the parameter processes. At runtime, if the event failure
is published by the event module GlobalRU and/or LocalRU, the reactor Restart
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is informed of the event, and restarts the child processes that form the recovery
unit. For this matter, the reactor retrieves the necessary information about the
methods that kill and re-initialize a child process from the attributes init and
kill of the corresponding instance of AppProcessImpl, and invokes them.

1 reactorchain ProcessManagerImpl(processes: List){
2 reactors
3 restart : RestartProcess = {reactor.processes=processes};
4 }

Listing 23. Implementing ProcessManager

Defining an Application-Specific Composition Strategy: The event mod-
ules in Listings 19 and 20 both specify the child process UserInterface as an
element of their recovery unit. Assume that at runtime, the child process MP-
Core fails. As a consequence the global recovery kills and re-initializes the child
processes Audio, Video, UserInterface. When the child process UserInterface is
killed for the global recovery, the event failure, which is specified in lines 8–10
of Listing 22, is detected and the child process UserInterface is re-initialized for
the local recovery. As a result, there will be two processes running as UserInter-
face.

To overcome the above problem, we want to specify a composition of global
and local recovery with each other with the following semantics: If global re-
covery is being executed on a group of processes, these processes must not be
recovered locally. Listing 24 defines the event package RecoveryConstraint in
which this constraint is specified. The desired constraints among the event mod-
ules RestartAll and RestartUI are defined in the part constraints of the
event package. In line 6, the operator ignore, which is a predefined composition
operator in EventReactor, indicates that the event module em RestartUI must
ignore the events that are published during the execution of the event module
em RestartAll.

1 eventpackage RecoveryConstraint{
2 selectors
3 em restartAll = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.RestartAll’)};
4 em restartUI = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.RestartUI’)};
5 constraints
6 ignore(em restartUI, em restartAll);
7 }

Listing 24. Representing recovery constraints

More complex semantics can be defined as event modules, and dedicated
reactor types can be defined for their implementation. For example, assume
that if the global recovery fails to re-initialize UserInterface, the local recov-
ery must still try to do so. Listing 25 defines the event module Coordinator for
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this matter. As explained before, the reactor type RestartProcess publishes
the event succeeded if it successfully restarts a process; otherwise it publishes
the event failed. The name of the child process is maintained in the attribute
processName of these events. Lines 3–5 select the event failed that is published
by the event module RestartAll. Line 6 selects the event module UIProcess.
Line 8 defines the event module Coordinator with e failure as its input inter-
face, and the reactor chain CoordinatorImpl as its implementation. The argu-
ment ‘‘UserInterface’’ of the reactor chain indicates the name of the child
process of interest, and the argument em ui represents the child process.

Listing 26 defines the reactor chain CoordinatorImpl, which receives the
name of the child process of interest and a reference to the event module rep-
resenting it as its parameters. In the body of the reactor chain, we reuse the
reactor type RestartProcess to define the reactor restart. This reactor only
processes those events whose attribute processName is equal to failedProcess.
In the body of the reactor, the parameter process is assigned to the parameter
processes of the reactor. At runtime, if the event module RestartAll pub-
lishes the event failed for the child process UserInterface, the event module
coordinator will be instantiated, and the reactor chain CoordinatorImpl will
restart the child process.

1 eventpackage Coordination{
2 selectors
3 e failure = {E | isEventWithName (E, ’failed’),
4 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.RestartAll’),
5 isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
6 em ui = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’)};
7 eventmodules
8 Coordinator := {e failure}<− CoordinatorImpl (’UserInterface’, em ui)−>{ };
9 }
Listing 25. Modular representation of the application-specific composition strategy

1 reactorchain CoordinatorImpl (failedProcess, process) {
2 reactors
3 restart : RestartProcess = (event.processName ==failedProcess)
4 {reactor.processes = {process};}
5 }

Listing 26. Implementing the application-specific composition strategy

7 Performance Evaluation

Inevitably, EventReactor imposes overhead on the base program that is interact-
ing with it. The sources of this overhead are mainly: a) the operation to match
a published event with an event defined in EventReactor, b) the operation to
retrieve the selectors that match the event, c) the operation to lookup the cor-
responding instance of event modules or instantiate the event module if there is
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no instance available, and d) the operation to process the event by the corre-
sponding reactors. As explained earlier in this section, in the current version of
EventReactor, selectors can only query events based on their static attributes.
Since, the values of these attributes are known at compile time, the matching
between selectors and events is performed at compile time, and the compiler pro-
vides the information about this match for the runtime environment. This helps
to reduce the runtime overhead imposed by EventReactor. The time to process
the event by reactors depends on the complexity of the function performed by
the reactors.

To evaluate the runtime overhead added by EventReactor, we ran two example
scenarios on a 2.00 GHz Intel Core 2, with 3GB RAM running the JVM version
1.6.0 under Mac OS X 10.6.8. The first scenario illustrates how the runtime
overhead varies if the number of events to be processed varies. We assume that
there is one thread of execution in which the events login, save, open, write,
close, and logout are published and their order of occurrence is verified using
the event module Verification. We assume that the number of times that this
sequence of events occurs varies from 1 to 500 times, which means publishing 6
to 30,000 events. We executed this scenario 6 times; to avoid the initialization
overhead that is imposed in the first iteration, we discarded the results of the
first execution. Figure 9 shows the average measured time to process the events,
which has a linear growth with the goodness of fit R2 = 0.99964. Here, the X-axis
and Y-axis show the number of events and the processing time in milliseconds,
respectively.

Fig. 9. The runtime overhead in processing events in a single-threaded case

In our running example, distinct instances of the event module Verification
must be created for each thread of execution in which the specified events are
published. To measure the overhead imposed to lookup instances of this event
module, in the second scenario, we assume that there are multiple threads of
executions in which the aforementioned sequence of events occurs 500 times.
Again, we executed this scenario 6 times and show the average of the last 5 runs
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Fig. 10. The runtime overhead in processing events in a multi-threaded case

in Figure 10. Here, the X-axis and Y-axis show the number of threads and
the processing time in milliseconds, respectively. This measurement shows that
the time for processing the events is also linear in the number of threads,
with the goodness of fit R2 = 0.99527.

8 Discussion

As for the theoretical aspects of runtime verification, it is important to provide
suitable means for industrial programmers to implement and adopt RV tech-
niques. To this aim, various RV DSLs have been introduced in the literature.
To implement RV techniques at an abstraction level that is close to the domain
of interest, and to increase the comprehensibility and the reusability of imple-
mentations, we claimed that the abstractness, modularity, and compose-ability
requirements must be fulfilled in the implementations. According to the com-
parison provided in this paper, the current RV DSLs fall short in this matter.

To prevent designing and implementing an RV DSL from scratch, this paper
discussed that there is an inevitable need for a language composition framework,
which provides the necessary means to define new DSLs, and to implement
domain-specific crosscutting concerns (e.g. the RV concerns) in a modular and
compose-able way. This paper identified four requirements that must be fulfilled
by such a framework, explained Event Composition Model as a base model
for such a framework, and discussed its implementation in the EventReactor
language.

In Event Composition Model, event modules and events are means for the
modularization and composition of concerns, respectively. A set of predefined
event types and events is provided, where user-defined ones are also supported.
This has been shown in Listing 4 and 13. Necessary information can be ab-
stracted from the publisher via event attributes, which are also programmable.
Individual event types and events are defined modularly; this facilitates defining
reusable libraries of them.

Primitive information can be observed and abstracted from the base software
through Prolog queries. To increase the reusability of specifications, these queries
can be defined in separate event packages. More complex observation semantics
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can be defined over such primitive information via event modules. Since events
can be observed from the base software implemented in various languages, it is
possible to define the specifications of RV concerns abstractly from the imple-
mentation of the base software in a modular way. This is shown in Listings 6
and 7.

We represented that individual verification concerns and actions can be pro-
grammed and modularized via event modules. By means of events, these modules
can flexibly be composed and their composition constraints can be programmed
and modularized as event modules; this is shown for example in Listing 25. In
both examples in this paper, we showed that due to the uniform representa-
tion of RV concerns as event modules, there is no limit in the number of levels
in the event module hierarchy. This provides the necessary basis to implement
hierarchal adaptive techniques.

Where it is possible to define libraries of reusable event modules, the reusabil-
ity is increased further by separating the specification of reactor chains from
event modules. This facilitates defining libraries of reactor chains and reusing
them as the implementation of various event modules; Listing 17 shows an ex-
ample.

A finer-grained modularity is achieved by means of domain-specific reactor
types, which modularize the implementation of individual verification concerns
and/or actions. Listings 23 and 26 show an example reuse of the reactor type
RestartProcess. The reusability is increased further by supporting parametric
reactor chains and reactor types.

The kinds of actions that can/must be applied at runtime is being studied in
both runtime verification [29] and self-adaptive communities [30]. The kinds of
actions cannot be anticipated, and are in general domain-specific. For example,
in [29], a study is performed on the security domain, which results in four kinds
of automaton named as: truncation automata which can only terminate appli-
cations, suppression automata which can terminate applications and suppress
individual actions, insertion automata which can terminate and insert, and edit
automata which combines the powers of suppression and insertion automata. In
the domain of energy optimization, others kinds of actions such as changing the
operational states of hardware devices can be considered.

Each of the above-mentioned actions require a dedicated focus, to identify
their contextual interaction and algorithms; this is out of scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, by means of our illustrative examples, we discussed how the ac-
tions that are typically considered by the current RV DSLs can be programmed
in EventReactor via reactor types. For example, the reactor type ForceReturn

implements the functionality to suppress the invocation or execution of an in-
dividual method. The reactor type RestartProcess can be regarded as an
implementation of the edit automata, in which the execution of a child pro-
cess is suppressed by destroying the process, and is afterwards restarted by
invoking a method. The necessary contextual information can be specified and
queries via event attributes, auxiliary information, and/or via event modules.
For example, as Listing 22 shows, the necessary information about the child
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processed that must be restarted is provided as arguments to the reactor chain
ProcessManagerImpl; these arguments refer to the instances of the event module
AppProcess representing the child processes. The necessary information about
the methods that must be invoked for the construction and destruction of the
child processes, is defined as the auxiliary information in Listing 15, and is
maintained in the variables init and kill (see Listing 18) of the corresponding
instances of AppProcess.

9 Future Work

The EventReactor language provides dedicated constructs to implement the con-
cepts of Event Composition Model. In the version presented in this paper, events
can be queried based on their static attributes. Nevertheless, in the same way,
it is possible to extend the query language to facilitate event selection based on
the dynamic attributes. Supporting this feature while maintaining low runtime
overhead is our future direction.

Runtime verification of parametric properties is in general a challenging is-
sue [13, 4]. There are various strategies to deal with parameter binding in the
specifications [13]; one example is to associate individual instances of verification
modules to each individual group of correlated events. The correlation informa-
tion can be abstracted from the base software via the attributes of the events. By
means of programmable event attributes and programmable instantiation strat-
egy for events modules, EventReactor provides the necessary basis to support
parametric properties. For example, one may define a dedicated attribute in the
events of interest, which has the same value in each set of correlated events. Ac-
cordingly, as for the instantiation strategy of the event module, one can specify
that distinct instances of the event module must be created for each distinct
value of this attribute.

In the literature, various kinds of correlations are studied, whose detection
can be automated by the compiler. Examples are the correlation between a con-
structor and constructed objects, the correlation between a composite object
and its part objects. As future work, we would like to extend both the event
specification language and the compiler of EventReactor to express these corre-
lations and automate their detection. In addition, we would like to evaluate the
suitability of EventReactor for verifying a set of parametric properties, which
are studied in the literature.

Since there is an analogy between the concepts of Event Composition Model
and the ones in the aspect-oriented languages, the EventReactor language can be
regarded as a language composition framework for aspect-oriented DSLs. There
are already several aspect-oriented language composition frameworks [31, 32],
with the similar goals as Event Composition Model. However, they fall short in
supporting some or all of our requirements open-ended kinds of events, open-
ended kinds of DSLs and base languages, and open-ended kinds of composition
strategies. Consequently, the abstractness, modularity, and compose-ability re-
quirement cannot be achieved in the implementation of RV concerns through
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these frameworks. As future work, we will investigate more along this line, and
employ Event Composition Model and EventReactor as the base for implement-
ing aspect-oriented DSLs.

The set of predefined events, which can automatically be detected in the
base software, is currently limited to method-based events. Some aspect-oriented
languages already facilitate detecting a larger set of events, such as occurrence
of exception. The same techniques can be adopted in EventReactor language,
which we consider as future work.

Event Composition Model does not fix possible implementation of its con-
cepts. For example, in the current implement of EventReactor, reactors are
composed with each other within a reactor chain in a sequential manner. A
language may also implement parallel composition of reactors. Likewise, a lan-
guage may support more complex predicate-based instantiation strategy of event
modules. As future work, we would like to extend EventReactor to support other
alternative implementation of the concepts of Event Composition Model.

We would also like to adopt the EventReactor language to implement other
kinds of techniques, such as self-adaptive software systems, which have sim-
ilar characteristics as RV techniques. Implementing energy-optimization con-
cerns [33] and necessary adaptation actions are our current focus.
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